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Hello Friends of the Ghosts

Featured image: Teresa & Harry. Photo by Jo-Anne McArthur © 2012

"Teresa is fourteen this year. Harry was very depressed when he lost his mom and Teresa just lost her last herd mate Dale, so both

were needing friends. He loves Teresa. She has mammary cancer and somedays has trouble keeping warm."

- SUSIE COSTON, NATIONAL SHELTER DIRECTOR, FARM SANCTUARY

"There is a world of difference between an animal who is objectified and an animal who is respected. I
navigate both worlds, often, in order to document the contrast. I love that I'm working with a project, the
Ghosts film, that will show these differences. When you meet an animal, like Fanny and Sonny and
those rescued by Farm Sanctuary, before their journey to freedom, you witness a soul that is battered
and often expects nothing from life. After their rescue, there is a spark of life and you witness their
blossoming personality. I'm excited for everyone to meet Fanny and Sonny who have been freed from
"the machine" - they are beautiful, funny and loving animals who enjoy new friends and sanctuary life. I
hope that those who meet them through the film will change their hearts and minds about our present
treatment of animals used for food." - JO-ANNE MCARTHUR, PHOTOGRAPHER & MAIN SUBJECT OF TGIOM.

 

John, our cinematographer, films with rescued baby bulls.

Photograph by Liz Marshall

 
"It's a privilege to be part of The Ghosts in Our Machine... To ask vital questions about our relationship
with animals and carefully observe the level of disconnection that exists in our society.
Jo's photographs open a very difficult yet constructive dialogue and I feel so fortunate to have the
opportunity to work with Liz to explore the context surrounding the issues."
- JOHN PRICE, CINEMATOGRAPHER FOR TGIOM

 

Jason, our sound recordist, gets a cow hug.  

Photograph by Liz Marshall.

"It was incredible being with the rescued veal calves at Farm Sanctuary.  They were very playful and
quite inquisitive.  Although I haven't eaten meat in over 17 years, I still consume (organic) dairy

products and was shocked to learn about the cruel fate of the cows that produce milk, and their
offspring which are taken away from their moms as soon as they're born and chained to a crate for six
months only to be slaughtered so someone can have a veal sandwich.  If I don't eat meat but consume
dairy, am I contributing to the production of veal?" - JASON MILLIGAN, SOUND RECORDIST FOR TGIOM
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We have just returned from
being on the road, filming with
photographer Jo-Anne
McArthur, with interesting
people, with many
ghosts, and within the
machine.

The social issue informing
THE GHOSTS IN OUR
MACHINE is that, in general
terms, people love their pets
and value wildlife but have
little knowledge or regard for
the billions of animals used
as tools for production.

We are interested in their
stories.

We are also interested in
exploring this moral and
pervasive dilemma.

Like anything, until our eyes
are opened, our hearts and
minds remain closed. Excited
to be making this timely film
and to be directing more
shoots in the coming year.

- LIZ MARSHALL, WRITER,
DIRECTOR, PRODUCER OF
TGIOM
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